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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 10/31/2022

Description 2020 Prime Time RV Tracer Breeze 24DBS, Prime Time Tracer Breeze travel
trailer 24DBS highlights: Double-Size Bunks U-Shaped Dinette Double-Door
Refrigerator Outside Kitchen Sleeps Eight Get out and explore with this Tracer
Breeze travel trailer! Take adventure after adventure in complete comfort as you
sleep on the queen-size bed, dine on the U-shaped dinette, and watch the LED flat
screen TV. The pantry will store all of your microwave popcorn and granola bars
while the double-door refrigerator will keep your milk and eggs fresh. A special
breed of travel trailer that has been designed to be towed by many crossover and
mid-size SUVs, the Tracer Breeze travel trailer from Prime Time RV is the
lightweight, easy-to-tow, fully loaded RV you've always wanted, and the best part
is that it makes no sacrifices when it comes to comfort and convenience! You'll
find that you can take your camping adventures in confidence with the enclosed
and heated underbelly and the aerodynamic front profile with diamond plate rock
guard. The power adjustable awning with LED lighting and marine-grade exterior
speakers create a desirable location to party with friends, and the motion-sensor
lighting at the pass-through storage area will allow you to easily grab a few extra
chairs for any other friends that stop by. Not only is the exterior pretty stunning,
but so is the interior with its high-capacity gas furnace, quick recovery water
heater, and 13,500 BTU residential A/C.

Basic information Year: 2020
Stock Number: C77129Z8
VIN Number: 5ZT2TRNB4LB516626
Length: 27
Sleeps: 8
Slideouts: 1

Item address Cheyenne, Wyoming, United States
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